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Abstract
We describe several architectural features of theAthosagent-
based framework for the construction of spoken dialogue sys-
tems, and additional features in two application demonstrat-
ors, AthosMail and AthosNews, that contribute to the robust-
ness of their operation. These include adaptation of recog-
nition resources to personal and application data, use of a
broad-coverage robust parser as an intermediate layer between
ASR and logical interpretation building, discourse model pre-
initialization, sophisticated reasoning-based discourse inter-
preter capable of resolving complex expressions referring to
sets and individuals.

1. Introduction
We follow [1] in stating that “A system that does not break down
in unexpected or problematic situations, but (...) behaves prop-
erly in all conditions, is calledrobust.” This is an ideal, and
characterizes one end of a scale the opposite of which isfragile.

There are many different levels at which a system can
be considered using this scale. Deployed dialogue systems,
like other computer applications, should ideally run unatten-
ded, “24/7”, but the software engineering measures necessary to
achieve robustness in this sense are not further discussed, since
we are concerned with experimental demonstrator applications.

Our discussion of robustness in spoken dialogue systems is
framed by our recent experience of developing two spoken dia-
log systems,AthosMailandAthosNews, within a component-
based architectural framework,Athos. AthosMailprovides mo-
bile users with access to their email accounts, andAthosNewsis
designed to provide a more flexible “talking newspaper” ser-
vice to visually impaired people than tape recordings. Both are
designed to be mixed-initiative semi-conversational systems.

Although the email application is not new (cf [2]), it is an
interesting one from the point of view of conversational struc-
ture. The application itself is arguably no more complex con-
ceptually than systems normally characterized astask- oriented
such as travel reservation, but does seem to admit of more open-
ended dialogues. In travel reservation, the service encounter
that the system provides can assume a goal of purchasing a
travel ticket, or an enquiry about possible travel opportunities.
In either case, understanding the user’s need amounts to recog-
nizing slot fillers in a journey description. The structure of the
dialogue is strongly determined by the application: clarify jour-
ney needs, find and report matching travel opportunities, selec-
tion by the user, confirmation and completion of transaction.

Both the email and talking newspaper domains are better
thought of asinformation retrieval(IR) applications, where the
user may well have some real-world task that motivates the fil-
tering of information, but that will typically not be known to
the system. The user’s actions are browsing and search, and as

with clearly task-oriented dialogues, it can take several turns to
establish the search criteria. However, once a set of messages
or articles has been retrieved and summarized, subsequent user
initiatives can be directed at further IR actions on that item set,
trying alternative search criteria to find the same information-
bearing items, at making new enquiries, or going from a search-
ing mode to a browsing mode.

Since we are just commencing the evaluation with experi-
mental subjects, we are not yet in a position to discuss the meas-
ured robustness of either system. However, in the course of
developmental testing, many robustness issues have been con-
fronted, allowing us to discuss aspects of the system’s design
which contribute to robustness, as well as those that contribute
to fragility, and how the latter can be worked around.

2. Athos, AthosMail and AthosNews
With reference to the classification of dialogue system frame-
works as finite-state transduction(FST), information-state-
update (ISU), e.g. [3], orbelief-desire-intention(BDI), the
Athos architecture is ISU-based, whereas the English language
version ofAthosMailcontains components designed within the
BDI framework.

TheAthosarchitecture consists of an Information Manager
which operates an XML blackboard (theInformation Store) and
passes control to a series of managers in turn. Each manager
polls its agents1 to see which, if any, can best handle the current
state of the Information Store. This architecture makes it easy to
add new agents in development and allows more than one series
of dialogue management agents to operate in the running sys-
tem, provided that at the end of each pass through the sequence
(one user turn and one system turn) one string will be played by
the TTS component. The agent-based architecture has allowed
component sharing between three language versions, three ap-
plications, and variants using different dialogue management
strategies, but in its current form, some capabilities of the un-
derlying speech technology, e.g. barge-in, are lost.

The primary application in this project isAthosMail, a
telephone-based e-mail client. This application features two in-
dependent dialogue management systems: a “concept-spotting”
system which identifies key concepts in the user’s utterance and
reacts to them (developed at the University of Tampere and cur-
rently working for Finnish input); and the system described in
this paper, which uses compositional semantics and an infer-
ence engine to model the state of the dialogue and determine the
user’s goals. This system, developed at UMIST, currently works
on English and Swedish input. The complexities introduced by
the BDI-based interpretation strategy introduce the potential for

1Henceforward SMALL CAPITALS indicate the name of an
Athosagent
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greater fragility, due to their complexity and need for linguistic
resources. However, their integration has been managed in such
a way as to lessen these effects. Both systems are designed to
be adaptable for English, Finnish and Swedish. [4, 5]

We have also developed a ‘talking newspaper’ application,
AthosNews, which allows users to locate and hear articles of
interest in an XML-based electronic newspaper using a speech
interface. Users locate interesting articles by either:

• browsing sections of the newspaper, for example with
commands such as “open the business section”, “what
are the headlines in this section”, ”read the first article”;
or

• direct search over the full text of the articles. For ex-
ample a user may say “search for articles containing
‘elections’”, or “search for ‘Enron’” in title”, and then
hear a categorised list of matching articles.

The system’s interface is oriented to managing and referencing
sets of documents, whether these are articles in a newspaper
section or the results of a full-text search. The interface is
designed such that a user may reference articles by sequence,
e.g. “read the next one”, “read the third one”, or by descriptive
terms, for example “read the one about the Microsoft trial”.

3. Implementation
For analysis of the input, we use a succession of agents:

1. ASR encapsulates automatic speech recognition using
context free semantic grammars. Although we collected
a WOZ corpus large enough to train a dialogue act clas-
sifier, we do not yet have enough data to train a HMM re-
cognizer for this domain. Nevertheless,AthosMailgives
the illusion of free input by extending the open-class
parts of the grammar by exploiting offline analysis (see
§3.1) of the mailbox or contents list at login time.

2. FDG wraps a Connexor parser for English, Swedish or
Finnish to the transcribed text of the user’s utterance.
The parser produces a functional dependency analysis
with morphosyntactic tags, and is itself robust in that for
any non-null input there is a single analysis. [6]

3. LF-BUILDER, abstracted from a system designed to parse
text, reads the dependency tree produced byFDG and
produces an un-anchored logical form without reference
to the context.

4. PDTREE produces a contextually anchored logical rep-
resentation of the user’s information requirement.

The user goal having been determined and the discourse model
updated,RPLANNER comes into play to respond to the goal.
This can involve application actions (such as forwarding or de-
leting a message) as well as planning a linguistic response. The
surface generator [9] is uninterestingly robust in being template-
based rather than using a linguistically-motivated grammar.

3.1. Adaptation to the user and application data

Our system design takes advantage of the fact that it is designed
for habitual use by registered users, in various ways.

In addition to a user model that adapts the verbosity of re-
sponses to the user, theAthosMailapplication extends the gram-
mar used for input analysis by analysis of the contents of the
current mailbox. Offline analysis components invoked at login
extract proper names and other NPs, not just from the sender,

recipient and subject fields, but also from the body text using
information extraction techniques.

In the AthosNewsapplication, the application data is not
personal to the user, but the same mechanism of adapting the
open-class part of the recognition grammar to the current ap-
plication data is used. These grammars’ recognition accuracy
degrades with increasing grammar size, and so it is important to
‘retire’ the vocabulary of no-longer-current topics.

3.2. Improving ASR with dynamic grammars

Dynamic grammar serves two related purposes in our applica-
tions. First, it facilitates a custom vocabulary for a particular
user or context of use. For example this could reflect the con-
tent of a user’s mailbox (AthosMail), or that of a publication
they have selected (AthosNews). By tuning our grammar to the
context in this way, and trying to pre-empt entities that the user
may refer to, we improve applications robustness by minimising
the potential for ’out of vocabulary’ references. This ‘custom
vocabulary’ is assigned at the start of the user’s session.

Second, it can provide ‘on-the-fly’ additions to the applica-
tion vocabulary. This is particularly important where an ‘open-
ended’ search facility is available, as with AthosNews; it is
not feasible to include a several-thousand item ‘wordlist’ in
the ASR grammar, since recognition accuracy is severely com-
promised, yet it is impossible to predict what a user is likely to
want to search for. The AthosNews application allows a user to
spell new words, which are then added to his custom vocabulary
and available for use immediately within the current session,
and also for subsequent sessions.

Robustness is subsequently improved because when the
user encounters a situation where the system cannot interpret a
new word, he can continue the session by adding the new word
there and then. The following exceprt exemplifies this:

U: "Search for Iran in article title"
S: "Sorry, I didn’t understand that"
U: "Add word"
S: "Please spell the word you wish to add"
U: "I" S: "I": U: "R" S: "R" U: "A" S: "A" U: "N" S: "N"
U: "Stop"
S: "I - R - A - N, is this correct?"
U: "Yes"
S: "Word added to your topics"
U: "Search for Iran in title"
S: "There are five articles with Iran in title"

3.3. Producing logical forms using a robust FDG parser

Current trends in applied NLP place reliance on broad cover-
age shallow analysers developed empirically in preference to
more linguistically inspired systems that require declarative re-
sources to be developed and maintained by specialist intellec-
tual effort. TheAthosMailapplication makes use of both types
of resource in conjunction to achieve the benefits of both. The
syntactic analysis is done using a broad-coverage parser, but the
semantic representation is carried out in a logic-based system,
using the dependency analysis output to lessen the requirement
for its own lexical resources. The principal motivation for this
was to achieve multilinguality, but it has benefits in enhancing
robust analysis and interpretation.

Our logical-form-building agent carries out a semantic ana-
lysis based on the Parasite system [7, 8]. Because the Connexor
parser marks each token in the user utterance with morphosyn-
tactic information and specifies the dependencies between the
tokens, the semantic agent is largely language-independent, al-
though it uses English and Swedish mini-lexica with specific
information about determiners, pronouns, auxiliary verbs and
numbers.



This agent features a “reparser” that makes two types of
necessary changes to the parse. First of all, it modifies the Con-
nexor output in cases where Parasite uses a different, but equally
valid, theory; second it corrects certain recurring errors. For the
sentence “do I have any messages from Bob”, for example, the
parser treats “have” as the main verb, from which “do” depends;
the reparser reverses this verb chain for compatibility with Para-
site. Occasionally the parser also produces understandable but
incorrect PP-attachments; the reparser traps and corrects those
that we have observed.

This agent produces a sign for each token and then merges
them together into one sign that spans the utterance, using com-
positional semantics to produce a logical form for the utterance
as illustrated in (1). (The signs are similar to those in HPSG al-
though the method of merging them together is based on Func-
tional Dependency Grammar.) This logical form is unanchored,
i.e. its referring expressions and other entities have not been
dereferenced. The logical-form builder is stateless and treats
each utterance that it processes independently.

(1)

∀A : message(A) =⇒ ∃B :

[ θ(B, subj, E) & speaker(E)

& event(B, have) & θ(B, obj, A)

& from(B, ref(λG(named(G, Bob)))) ]

=⇒ answer

& utt(query)

3.4. Discourse modelling

In our dialogues, an initial request by the user produces a set of
information items (messages, articles), and to derive any util-
ity from these, the user must select items from them for further
action (summarizing, reading, forwarding, deleting, etc.). The
most natural way to express such requests is to use referring ex-
pressions such as “the first message”, “ the first one”, “ the one
about the Dumas meeting”, “ the one you just deleted”. The
AthosMailapplication in particular tries to cater for this by us-
ing a general-purpose inference-based discourse updating com-
ponent. Both applications additionally make the work of dis-
course updating easier by initializing the discourse model with
the entities in the mailbox or contents page. This takes place as
part of the login-time analysis of application data.

Our agentPDTREEmaintains a model that grows as the dis-
course progresses (by adding a discourse state for each utter-
ance by either party) and represents all the entities that arise in
the discourse as well as facts about them. It it initialized with
a basic view of the world (entities representing the user and the
system) and a list of meaning postulates; the agent also loads
a summary of the user’s mailbox and adds to the model entit-
ies for each message and person and facts about them (e.g. that
“Bob” sentmail(3) ). This model is used for reasoning, solv-
ing queries and anaphora resolution. This agent is also based on
theParasitesystem. [8]

The input to each operation ofPDTREEconsists of the un-
anchored logical form for the user’s current utterance as well
as the propositional content and entities mentioned in the sys-
tem’s previous utterance (the response planning agentRPLAN-
NER having produced this information during the previous pass;
§3.5 explains whyPDTREEcannot know exactly what the sys-
tem will say as a function of thegoal it generates). SoPDTREE

first creates a new discourse state corresponding to the system’s
last utterance.

PDTREE then processes the logical form for the user’s cur-
rent utterance by skolemizing it and anchoring its entities with
respect to the discourse model by looking for the most salient
entity that matches the characteristics specified in the reference,
such as gender, number orλx(message(x)). Each entity is tied
to an existing Skolem constant and classified asmentioned, in-
felicitousor ambiguous; or tied to a new constant asaccommod-
atedor new.

PDTREE then creates a new discourse state for the user’s
utterance, containing the entities with their respective anchoring
classifications and a list of skolemized facts representing the
propositional content of the utterance. (2) illustrates the entities
and facts produced by anchoring (1) and updating the model.
In particular, the term{mentioned, #6} indicates that the
referring expression “Bob” has been unambiguously anchored
to one existing entity.

(2) entities([{mentioned,#user},
{mentioned,#6}])

propositions([utt(query),
... => answer,
speaker(#user)])

PDTREE also maintains a quasi-tree of mother-daughter rela-
tionships between the discourse states; a new discourse state
is marked as the daughter of the previous one unless the new
one represents a question. This structure (which has no root
and is therefore not a proper tree but rather an ordered series
of branches) is used to determine salience, e.g. when dereferen-
cing members of sets (“read the next one”).

PDTREEthen examines the current discourse state and reas-
ons from it to produce agoal which represents how the sys-
tem can fulfil the user’s intention; it consists of agoal type
and logical representations of three kinds of information:query,
solutionsandextra. The agent examines the current discourse
state and produces a goal of one of the four types question,
wh-question, command and statement, along with the appro-
priate solutions. The goal is then translated into XML recorded
in the Information Store. (Theextra section contains inform-
ation about accommodated and ambiguous entities, which will
be useful toRPLANNER.)

3.5. Response planning and generation

The Response Planner (RP) reads the goals and propositional
content produced byPDTREEto produce an abstract plan for an
utterance that can be realised in different ways by output gen-
erators. TheRP is based on (i) declarative rules that reference
events, objects and relations between them, and (ii) a model
of events, objects and relations from the propositional content.
The model is implemented as a set of generic tables for events,
objects and relations, and Java objects for domain specific prop-
erties (e.g. ‘from’ attribute of an email). Rules are unified with
the dialogue model to establish which actions are appropriate
to the current dialogue state. The primary function of the RP
is to select and instantiate the appropriate utterance plan for the
current dialogue situation.

The RP generates XML to specify the appropriate utterance
plan. This output references variables matched in the unifica-
tion process, and it is often necessary to group together values
matched over the whole result set. A metalanguage within the
template allows manipulation and grouping of values found in
matching dialogue states.



3.6. Contribution of User Model to robustness

A user modelling component determines the explicitness of the
response, based on such factors as user experience and interac-
tion style. With greater explicitness, additional utterance seg-
ments are merged into the system response. This can extend to
suggested next actions after the current item set has been char-
acterized, for the benefit of novice users.

4. Conclusion
The Athos architecture and its applicationsAthosMail and
AthosNews are examples of theinformation-state-update
paradigm of spoken dialogue systems. Being less system-
initiative dominated than simpler, finite-state systems, they have
the potential to be more fragile. They are deliberately designed
to support a more conversational style of interaction because of
the broad content addressed by the information retrieval capab-
ilities of the applications. A number of features of the design
and implementation enhance system robustness, as we hope to
demonstrate in the evaluation being carried out in July-August
2004. Among these are: adaptation of recognition resources to
personal and application data, use of a broad-coverage robust
parser as an intermediate layer between ASR and logical inter-
pretation building, discourse model pre-initialization, sophistic-
ated reasoning-based discourse interpreter capable of resolving
complex expressions referring to sets and individuals. User-
adaptation and training will also have a part to play in engender-
ing a human-computer interaction that is robust, since these ap-
plications are designed for habitual rather than occasional use.
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